October is National Ergonomics Month

Announcing the DoD Ergonomics Working Group “Best Practice Award Program”

The DoD Ergonomics Working Group (EWG) serves as a resource for the anticipation, recognition, evaluation, and control of hazards associated with work-related musculoskeletal disorders. Since 2002, we have served the ergonomics community with this newsletter aimed at addressing our mission.

We have found that our most successful newsletters are those that share your success stories. In honor of National Ergonomics Month, and in keeping with our mission to control and eliminate workplace ergonomic hazards, we are proud to announce the DoD EWG “Best Practice Award Program.”

The goal of the Best Practice Award Program is to recognize and encourage innovative ergonomics solutions in the workplace and share those solutions with our peers via this newsletter.

Submit your ergonomic best practice during the month of October and the rewards are great. If your story is selected to appear in ErgoNEWS, we will recognize you, your workers, and your organization in print and through the DoD Safety and Occupational Health Committee.

Go to our website home page at www.ergoworkinggroup.org for all the details:

- Examples of past ErgoNEWS issues featuring best practices.
- Guidelines and a link for your best practice submission.